
Forget the dikes, booms, pillows and sand bags. 

When you need fast, effective and cost-efficient remediation, 

FlowStop makes all other options obsolete! 

 

Containing and managing accidental spills and unplanned releases takes an 
enormous toll in man-power, time and energy – not to mention enormous costs. 

FlowStop, a revolutionary new system for controlling and containing storm-drain 
contaminants, makes remediation fast, easy -- and cost-effective, as well. 

Hard to believe? Here are the facts: 

FlowStop is a unique patented inflatable pipe plug designed to manage flow 
control, containment, remediation, spill response and evacuation/flushing. It also 
simplifies drain line maintenance.  

The innovative design includes single and dual 2 inch flow-through ports for 
servicing non-pressurized pipes. The three models not only arrest unwanted 
contaminants in storm drains. They also turn the storm drain into a 
containment tool – thereby simplifying the control and remediation 
process! 

Light weight, compact and simple to use, FlowStop is designed and 
manufactured by Logos, Inc. specialists in the control and containment of storm 
drain contamination.  

There’s nothing else like it on the market! 

 Thermo PolyUrethane construction won’t gum up or eat through the plug 
(like rubber does) -- and is impervious to hydrocarbons and 99% of known 
chemicals!  

 Three FlowStop units combine to contain contaminants in pipes from 12 to 
48 inches.  

 Uniquely designed ball valves and transfer tubes inside each FlowStop 
inflatable plug ensure rapid containment with every use.   

 Each unit’s transparent front and rear flanges allow for easy viewing to 
determine fluid levels – a significant time-saver during emergency 
situations. 

 Durable FlowStop also simplifies the maintenance process for water and 
sewer utilities, pumper crews and other maintenance personnel  

 FlowStop’s easy-mobility features make it a real plus for confined entry 
situations such as collection boxes and manholes.  



 All models are housed in a waterproof, weather-resistant case containing 
all the components necessary for quick and easy operation.  

FlowStop is a powerful, environmentally friendly system that is economically 
sound. Its ease of operation speeds the entire process, controlling contaminated 
fluids more rapidly and more effectively than anything else available.   

See it for yourself – in action! 

Want to learn more about how FlowStop can be a valuable asset to your hazmat 
or emergency operations team? 

Call us today at 877 356-9767. 

Or watch a step-by-step video of FlowStop in action at www.flowstop.net. 

 

Isn’t it time you put 21st Century technology to work for you when you 
absolutely need it the most? 

Find out more about the revolutionary FlowStop System today! 

Call 877 356-9767 and ask for Perry! 

P.S. FlowStop is designed to meet any containment and remediation challenge 
with unexcelled speed and efficiency. Hard to believe? Check out FlowStop’s 
quick deployment in our demonstration video at www.flowstop.net -- and you’ll 
know why FlowStop’s revolutionary technology literally sells itself!  
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